natural cavity, and variants with substitutions to polar residues to affect the state of hydration of cavities to study its role in pressure unfolding. For 27 variants studied we obtained (a) crystal structures, (b) thermodynamic stabilities using chemical denaturation, and (c) DV of unfolding measured by pressure denaturation monitored with Trp fluorescence. DV of unfolding were also measured using NMR spectroscopy for select variants. The cavities generally did not affect the structure. Although large enough to hold several waters, water molecules were only detected in the cavities when lined with polar groups. The measured DV of variants was always larger than for the wild-type. A near-linear correlation between the DV measured experimentally and the one calculated from structures illustrates the importance of cavities in pressure sensitivity. A correlation between measured DV and thermodynamic stability (DG) suggests that 1 kcal/mol is lost per 12 mL/mol of increased void volume. This study demonstrates irrefutably the significant contributions cavities make towards the pressure sensitivity of proteins and their effects on internal hydration and structural fluctuations of proteins.
Department of Agricultural Biotechnology, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) are repetitive genetic elements found in archaeal and bacterial genomes that are involved in RNA-mediated adaptive immunity against foreign invading nucleic acids such as phages and plasmids. CRISPR-associated (cas) genes are also found adjacent to CRISPR loci and encode Cas proteins with a variety of nucleic acid-related functions. Cas5d proteins are subtype I-C specific Cas5 proteins that constitute one of the most plevalent Cas protein families in CRISPR-Cas systems, and have been predicted to have RNA-recognition motif (RRM) domains. Here, we report crystal structures of Cas5d proteins from Streptococcus pyogenes and Xanthomonas oryzae, which represent two Cas5d subgroups. S. pyogenes Cas5d contains extra C-terminal residues while X.oryzae Cas5d has an extended helical region protruding from the N-terminal RRM domain, which has not been observed in other Cas5d structures previously. Despite structural differences, the two Cas5d proteins share common functional properties such as specific endoribonuclease activity for pre-crRNA and non-specific double-stranded DNA binding. These findings suggest that Cas5d may have multiple roles in CRISPR-mediated immunity system and provide an explanation for the conserved mode of the pre-CRISPR RNA processing.
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Understanding Structural and Dynamic Effects Induced by Key Components of the HCV Polymerase Replication Complex Ester Sesmero, Ian F. Thorpe. Chemistry and Biochemistry, UMBC, Baltimore, MD, USA. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a wide spread health concern for which there is no vaccine available. HCV contains a single-stranded RNA genome and replicates with the aid of an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase known as non-structural protein 5B (NS5B). NS5B adopts at least two different conformations to replicate viral RNA. The closed conformation is thought to be necessary for initiation of replication while the open conformation is required for elongation of the newly synthesized RNA strand. Transitions between these two conformations play a crucial role in NS5B function. Our goal is to understand how the distribution of conformations sampled by the enzyme is altered during different stages of replication. In previous studies we observed that the free enzyme is able to occupy conformational states that are expected to be relevant for the different stages of RNA replication. Our current studies examine the impact of specific components of the replication complex in shifting the ratio of conformational states adopted by the enzyme. To accomplish this goal we performed Molecular Dynamics simulations of the enzyme bound to various combinations of nucleotides and RNA template. We anticipate that the binding of these components will change the relative population of the different conformations in a way that facilitates enzyme function. Many large protein or protein/DNA machines are difficult to simulate on time scales long enough for complete turnover cycles. One way to overcome this general problem is to treat the protein at a (much) lower level of detail. In the approach described here, the protein complex is modeled as a collection of interacting flexible bodies, with low levels of detail over most of the protein surface (and interior), and high levels of detail only where necessary. The bulk shapes of all protein components are described with a low-resolution, purely repulsive potential, together with local highresolution sites of interaction. The low-resolution potential function is built using the three-dimensional analog of the Medial Axis Transform (MAT) to generate an efficient set of basis functions that can represent the protein's repulsive isopotential surface. In addition to the general theory, a model for small DNA polymerases (specifically, the HIV Reverse Transcriptase) interacting with a coarse-grained DNA will be presented. As above, the polymerase model treats the protein as a single continuum body decorated with interaction sites. The system energy has several components: a) the repulsive body potential based on the MAT; b) a set of low order protein normal modes (from all-atom MD runs) whose amplitudes act as coordinates for the deformation energy function; c) an elastic energy function that includes both harmonic and non-harmonic terms, and accounts for stress/ strain energy as the polymerase undergoes conformatioinal changes; d) a set of interaction sites (roughly corresponding to key individual amino acids) that give local (usually attractive) interactions with DNA, with nucleotides, and between sites on the polymerase body.
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Simulating Protein and Nucleic Acid Dynamics on the Microsecond to Millisecond Timescale Hai Nguyen, James Maier, He Huang, Victoria Perrone, Alberto Perez, Carlos Simmerling. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY, USA. Molecular dynamics simulation is an invaluable tool for studying biomolecular structure, dynamics and function. Currently this approach suffers from high computational cost, restricting direct simulation of dynamics to the microsecond timescale. Implicit treatment of solvent can offers orders of magnitude increases in sampling, due to both reduced viscosity and high computational efficiency on consumer graphics processors (GPUs). In the past, these fast implicit solvent models typically had significant weaknesses, and thus the advantages in speed were offset by poor accuracy. We present the application of our newly developed implicit solvent model and physics-based force field, with application to unraveling puzzles in protein and nucleic acid folding. Specifically, we show that within weeks of simulation in implicit solvent, we were able to fold a benchmark series of protein with a variety of sizes and topologies. Comparable calculations in explicit solvent would take years and are largely intractable. Our solvent model is also extended to highly charged (and more challenging) systems such as DNA and RNA.
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Environmental and Mutation Effects on the Folding and DNA-Binding of the Primary DNA Recognition Subdomain of Sleeping Beauty Transposase Gage Leighton 1 , Tatiana Konnova 2 , Irina Nesmelova 2 . 1 UNC Charlotte, charlotte, NC, USA, 2 UNC Charlotte, Charlotte, NC, USA. The reaction of DNA transposition begins when the transposase enzyme binds to the transposon DNA. Sleeping Beauty (SB) is a member of the mariner family of DNA transposons. Although it is an important tool in genetic applications and has been adapted for human gene therapy, its molecular mechanism remains obscure. Here, we use a combination of NMR and CD spectroscopy and molecular modeling to show that the primary DNA recognition domain of the Sleeping Beauty transposase, the PAI subdomain, is well folded at low temperatures, but the presence of unfolded conformation gradually increases at temperatures above 15
C. Furthermore, we show that only the folded conformation of the PAI subdomain binds to the transposon DNA, suggesting that the choice of temperature may be important for the optimal transposase activity. To gain insight into the mechanism of hyperactive mutations K14R and K33A located in the PAI subdomain of SB transposase, we determine the effects of mutations on its folding and DNA-binding properties. Overall, the results provide a molecular-level insight into the DNA recognition by the PAI subdomain of SB transposase. Zinc finger (ZF) proteins are eukaryotic proteins that are involved in transcriptional and translational regulation. ZFs utilize cysteine and histidine residues to coordinate zinc ions to fold and function properly. There are fourteen different classes of zinc finger proteins, which are classified based upon the ligands involved in zinc coordination, the ZF domain folds, and the proteins' biological targets. Cleavage and Polyadenylation Specificity Factor 30 (CPSF30) is a 'non-classical' ZF protein that contains multiple Cys3His zinc binding domains and is involved in pre-mRNA regulation. CPSF30 contains 5 Cys3His domains and a Cys2HisCys zinc knuckle domain. A construct of CPSF30 construct containing only CPSF30's five Cys3His domains, denoted as CPSF305FE was prepared. This protein is predicted to have five zinc ions; however, UV-visible and ICP-MS analysis of the isolated construct revealed that CPSF305FE contains iron in addition to zinc in a 1:4:1 Fe:Zn:CPSF305FE stoichiometetry. XAS analysis identified the iron site as a 2Fe-2S cluster. CPSF30 is predicted to recognize AU-rich RNA sequences. To test this hypothesis, RNA binding studies using both electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) and fluorescence anisotropy (FA) of CPSF305FE with a-synuclein pre-mRNA (which contains an AU-rich sequence) along with a series of mutated RNA sequences were performed. These studies revealed that CPSF30 binds to a-synuclein pre-RNA with nanomolar affinity and requires the AU-rich sequence for binding. The binding interaction was best fit to a cooperative binding model, suggesting that the CPF30/RNA binding event is cooperative.
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Transition Path Times in Protein Folding Studied by Structure-Based Simulation Mashiho Ito, Shoji Takada. Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan. In trajectories of protein folding and unfolding processes, the transition path that connects denatured and native states is the most interesting part. Recently, single-molecule FRET experiments together with a statistical inference theory successfully identified the transition path times for folding of some small proteins. Yet, its underlying physics is poorly understood. Here we conducted a comprehensive survey of transition path times for 29 small-to-medium twostate-folding proteins using structure-based coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. Using the multi-canonical ensemble method, we first identified folding transition temperature accurately. At the transition temperature, we then performed relatively long simulations observing reversible folding and unfolding events, from which we identified and analyzed the transition path times. The distribution of transition path time for each protein can be explained as free diffusion of particle in a reaction coordinate. We sought what reaction coordinates correlate with the transition path time. Among tested coordinates, we found that the average transition path time is most strongly correlated to the difference in the numbers of native contacts, i.e., contact energies, between native and denatured states. These results imply that the transition path time series can be approximated as the nearly free diffusion in the reaction coordinate of native contacts. Center for Theoretical Biological PhysicsRice University, Houston, TX, USA. In this work we employed the approach of the Mean First Passage Time (MFPT) to calculate protein-folding rates from the thermodynamic simulations according to the Energy Landscape Theory developed by Bryngelson and Wolynes. The folding rates from MPFT depend on a single reaction coordinate on the energy landscape. Here we applied this technique with the aid of coarsegrained molecular simulations for the computation of folding rates of protein Apoazurin. Experimentally, apoazurin folds in a two-state manner that allows for the use of a structure-based model attributable to a smooth funnel-like energy landscape. Based on the fraction of native contacts as the choice of a single reaction coordinates, we computed the folding rates of Apoazurin at several cellular conditions that perturb the population shift of the energy landsape. Despite a large volume of theoretical support for barrierless (downhill) folding of proteins, the extent of experimental observation is rather limited. This limitation is even more striking when we address the kinetic process of folding rather than equilibrium titrations of folding-unfolding transition. In this work we use the fluorescence of a single 5-Fluorotryptophan (F-Trp) in barstar as the energy donor and study the evolution of intramolecular distances and distance distributions during the kinetics of folding. Enhanced homogeneity of fluorescence decay kinetics of F-Trp when compared to that of Trp enables unequivocal interpretation of distribution of fluorescence lifetimes obtained from the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) as arising from folded and unfolded conformations of the protein. Of the two intramolecular distances monitored during the folding process, W53-C82 distance showed continuous decrease while W53-C40 distance behaved in a two-state manner. Implication of these observations to the folding process is discussed. Department of Applied Chemistry and Biotechnology, Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology, Okayama University, Okayama, Japan. Single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful method for the investigation of protein dynamics. However, the time resolution of singlemolecule fluorescence spectroscopy is usually limited to a few milliseconds. To improve the time resolution, we developed the line-confocal microscope combined with microfluidic chip. By using the device, we could trace the time evolution of FRET efficiency from single molecules with the time resolution of about 100 ms for the observation time of 5 ms. As the first example of the developed method, we investigated the equilibrium unfolding transitions of two mutants of the B domain of protein A (BdpA) doubly labeled with donor and acceptor fluorophores. In the case for the mutant with a shorter donor-acceptor distance, the FRET traces revealed a conformational heterogeneity in the unfolded state. In the case for the mutant with a longer donoracceptor distance, the presence of a minor conformation in the native state was detected. These results demonstrate that the developed method can reveal the complexity in the apparent two-state folding of BdpA. To track the conformational fluctuations of denatured proteins and the fast protein folding transition, we are improving the system. To obtain the better time resolution without sacrificing the observation time, we built a new system based on hybrid photo detectors (HPD). HPD is a photon-counting detector which achieves a high sensitivity and a large effective area. By introducing HPD to the line-confocal microscope, we could obtain the single-molecule FRET traces with the time resolution of 10 ms and the observation time of more than 10 ms. The traces of BdpA obtained by using the new system exhibited 50a
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